Feel. Fine.

XIHE
Xihe: our versatile lamp
For wall and floor

Feel. Fine.

Noble design for a deep effect
Xihe: flat lamp out of rose salt with an oak frame
Noble design for well-being

Quality tested

Would you like a decent design and genuinely artistic
craftsmanship? Then you‘ll like the Xihe lamp from the
Salt Relax® manufactory. The Xihe lamp consists of a
wooden frame that surrounds tiles made of rose salt. The
Xihe wall lamp is suitable - also as constant lighting - for
your living room, the corridor, the children‘s room or the
dining room. The lamp Xihe Ground is a floor lamp with
flexible possibilities for use, wherever you want to place
the wellness lamp. The Xihe lamp spreads its soft light in
hotels, doctors‘ practices, law offices, therapy rooms and
in high-class gastronomy.

We use exclusively high-grade, tested components. The
LED lamps ensure agreeable lighting, save energy and
have a long service life.
Material and measurements
The Xihe lamp is equipped with a dimmer switch. This
enables you to optimally adjust the intensity of illumination to your room and your requirements.

A good indoor atmosphere

The Xihe lamp consists of salt tiles which are mounted in
an oak frame. The lamp Xihe Wall is 85, 105, 125 or 145 cm
high and 24.5 cm wide. The lamp Xihe Ground measures
150, 170 or 190 cm x 24.5 cm.

The salt encourages a pleasant indoor atmosphere; it
binds odours, has an antibacterial effect and purifies the
air. The soft light of the Xihe LED calms and relaxes. The
salt lamp has a flat design. It is mounted at a distance
of 1 cm from the wall. This distance enables the entire
surface to interact with the ambient air. The salt tiles constantly emit trace elements into the air and ionise the air.

Special dimensions are possible upon request. The lamp
Xihe Wall is built in modular construction and can be
expanded as desired – up to an entire salt wall for the
winter garden, for example. Assembly, remodelling,
expansion and dismantling can be undertaken easily and
cleanly alongside the running operation.

Salt and Feng Shui

Design: Edgar I. Comanescu

Salt is of great importance in the teachings of Feng Shui.
According to Feng Shui, there are five elements: earth,
water, wood, fire and metal. Salt is associated with water;
it is nourished by metal and wood is supported by salt.
Those versed in Feng Shui use salt in order to neutralise
negative energy flows. Our salt and salt-light objects are
ideally suited for this purpose.
Products from the manufactory for wellness und living
Salt Relax® offers you designed salt lamps, salt and light
objects for business rooms and for the private sphere.
Treat yourself and your guests to the soothing atmosphere and the warm, orange-coloured light of the salt lamps
from our Salt Relax® manufactory.
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